Sunday May 26th 2019
The Word of God
A Survey of the Bible – Lesson 16I
‘Let Us Go On’
Study Questions

1). Read Hebrews 12:1 – Who are the ‘so great a cloud of witnesses’?

a). What do we learn from this verse?

2). Read Hebrews 11:8-10 – What type does Abraham give us?

a). How can we apply that seen in these verses to Abraham’s physical
descendants?

b). How do these same verses apply to Abraham’s spiritual
descendants?
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c). Who are Abraham’s spiritual descendants and how would we know?

3). What then is the prophetic calendar that is laid out for us in this first
section of OT saints?

a). Compare the panoramic type seen in Genesis Chapters 21-25 with
the prophetic calendar seen in Hebrews 11. What do you see?

4). Read Hebrews 11:13-16 – What do these verses tell us about the OT saints
we have been studying?

a). What should we learn from these verses for ourselves?

5). Read Hebrews 11:17-19 – How is Abraham’s use as a type different in
these verses from that presented in v8-10?

a). How do we see Abraham having faith to the saving of the soul in
these verses?
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b). Abel in v4 and Abraham in v17-19 form types of the same event.
How are they the same and how are they different?

c). What did James have to say about Abraham’s actions on Mount
Moriah and what should we learn from this?

6). Read Hebrews 11:20 – What did Isaac do ‘by faith’ and what conclusions
must we draw from this?

a). Read Genesis 25:21-23 – What did God tell Rebekah about her
children?

b). What does this tell us about Rebekah’s preference for Jacob over
Esau?

c). What does this tell us about Jacob’s ‘deceitfulness’ in getting Esau’s
birthright?
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Any final thoughts?
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